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By Chris Brothers, David A. Culver, and Rosanne W. Fortner
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COLL EGE
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Overview:
In this investigation, students will model the seasonal temperature changes that occ
lakes and observe the resulting stratification layering! of lake waters. Students wi
stratification of Lake Erie to water quality within the lake.

Prerequisite Student Background:
Students should be able to record data in chart form and prepare graphs of temperatu
 examples are provided!. They should be able to use a scale to weigh a flask of
thermometers,and to measure with rulers, They should be somewhat familiar with peri

Objectives:
When the students have completed this investigation they should be able to:

1. describe how water temperature affects water density;

2. explain how changes in water temperature and density cause stratification o

3. describe how stratification of lake waters can influence water quality; and

4. explain how phosphorus affects oxygen levels in lakes.

Materials:
Activity A: An aquarium  approximately 40.0 x 20 x 25 cm! containing cold tap water, sieve or aquarium
net, several pounds of ice, heat lamp, seven thermometers, small rubber bands, two plastic rulers,
masking tape, small fan, 'food coloring, 300 ml flask, 300 ml beaker, colored ice  with food coloring
added before freezing!. Students must wear safety glasses during this activity. Activity B: Worksheets
and diagrams of anoxic areas in Lake Erie, ruler, string. Activity C: a ruler and string.

Suggested Approach:
Activity A: Set up the aquarium, heat lamps, and thermometers before the class period. Attach the
thermometers with rubber bands horizontally across the pair of rulers at depths of 1, 3, 5, 9, 13, 17, and
21 cm. Suspend the rulers with attached thermometers vertically in the aquarium and secure with
masking tape to the front of the aquarium  see diagram!. The heat lamp should be located directly over
the middle of the aquarium, 20 � 25 cm above the water surface you will need to adjust this height for
the lamp that you use. The colored ice will also need to be prepared ahead of time. For activity A,
students may work in groups of varying sizes depending on the availability of supplies. Optimum
group size is three to five students. This activity will take approximately one hour. Activity B: Students
can work on this activity as individuals or in small groups. The question sheets may be completed in
class, as a homework assignment, or as a class discussion, Activity 8 should take approximately 45
minutes.

'Note: Information for teachers is enclosed in boxes in this guide.
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Spring turnover occurs when water temperatures
at the surface are equal to those at lower depths
and water from aH depths mixes. The top layers
of water may then start to warm slightly.

I. Which column of temperature data best repre-
sents spring turnover in your model lake? Use
the data from this column to graph depth in cm
versus temperature in C on graph 42, Label this
graph "spring turnover."

As summer approaches, the lake continues to warm.

5. Why do surface temperatures increase dur-
ing the summer while water temperatures
at lower depths remain cold?

During the summer, the lake becomes stratified
into three layers of water � the warm upper layer
or epilimnion  epi = upon or above!, the cold
bottom layer or hypolimnian  hypo = lower or
below!, and the middle layer of rapid temperature
change known as the metalimnion  meta = middle!.

J, Which temperature data column best repre-
sents the stratified summer lake? Use the data

from this column to graph depth in cm versus
temperature in 'C on graph 43, What season
should you label this graph?

6. What is the temperature in the epilimnion?
In the hypolimnion? How much tempera-
ture difference is there between these two

layers?

When temperature layers form in the lake in the
summer the warm surface water  epilimnion! is
separated from the cold bottom water  hypolim-
nion! by the metalimnion. Temperature is not the
only factor that is different among the layers. Oxy-
gen dissolves better in cold water than in warm
water, but it is getting used up by living things all
the time. Wind at the surface of the lake creates

waves and stirs up the water, adding oxygen to it in
the same way a bubbler works in a fish tank The
metalimnion acts as a barrier. It keeps oxygen in the
surface waters from reaching the colder waters of
the hypolimnion. Gradually, the oxygen in the hy-
polimnion can get used up.



Stratified Lake
Thermal stratification of a temperate zone lake

7. What happens to the animals living at the
bottom of the lake when there is no oxygen?

As autumn begins, the surface waters of the lake
begin to cool,

8. Why do surface waters of the lake cool off
during the faH? 11. What time of year is represented by these

temperature data in the last column?

These temperature data represent late fall as water tem-
peratures cool and ice starts to form on the lake.

Fall turnover occurs when all the lake water has

cooled and has been completely mixed by water
movements and wind.

M. Use the data from the last column to graph
depth in cm versus temperature in 'C on graph
¹4. What should this graph be labeled?

9. How might fall turnover be good for ani-
mals living at the bottom of the lake?

This graph should be labeled "fall turnover" or "late fall,"

K. Turn off the heat lamp. Turn on the fan and use
it to create a strong wind by blowing on the
water from one direction. Keep blowing until
all the water in the lake is completely mixed.
Record the water temperatures in the sixth col-
umn of your data chart.

10. What seasonal change in lake temperatures
has happened in the fall? Are there any
temperature layers in the lake once the wa-
ter has mixed?

L. Carefully add ice to the surface water to create
an ice layer. Try not to mix or disturb the water.
Record the water temperatures in the last col-
umn of your data chart.



Activity B: How does stratification affect water quality?

Some of Lake Erie's water quality problems have
been related to the layering of the lake's waters,
which occurs in the summer months. During the
summer, the warm surface layer of water does not
mix with the colder bottom layer of water. If a lot of
algae has grown in the lake, decay of the dead algae
on the lake bottom may use up all of the oxygen in
the cold bottom water layer. When there is no
oxygen in the bottom waters, the water is said to be
anoxic. Fish and other animals cannot live in these
anoxic waters, In the fall, the surface water cools
and mixes with the bottom water, resupplying the
bottom water with oxygen needed for life.

Materials:

Worksheet and diagrams of anoxic areas in Lake
Erie, ruler, string.

Procedure:

A. Look at the anoxia diagrams of Lake Erie on
your worksheet. The shaded area on each dia-
gram shows the part of the lake bottom that was
anoxic that year, These parts of the lake con-
tained no oxygen in the hypolimnion.

1. In which year do you think the lake had the
largest anoxic area? In which year does the
lake seem to have had the smallest anoxic
area'.

gest anoxic area i
red in 1930

B. On an enlarged diagram from your teacher use
the string and ruler method to measure the
perimeter of the anoxic part of the lake in 1930.
Stretch the string all the way around the perim-
eter  outer edge! of the shaded anoxic part.
Then stretch the string along the ruler to mea-
sure its length in cm. The length of the string is
equal to the perimeter of the anoxic part of the
lake. You may want to tape the string in place at
your starting point or mark your starting point
with your pencil,

2, What was the perimeter of the anoxic sec-
tion in 1930?

of the anoxic section is 4 ctn.

C. Repeat step 2 for the enlarged diagrams of the
lake in 1964, 1973, 1976, and 1982. Enter the
perimeter of the anoxic part of the lake for each
year in the chart on your worksheet.

D. Using the steps for fmding the area of a circle
from its circumference, find the area of the
anoxic section of the lake from its perimeter.
The formula you should use is A=C'/4K
 K=3.14!.

Although the anoxic section is not a perfect circle in
shape, we will use this method to estimat the area
of the anoxic part of the lake from the perimeter you
measured. Enter the area of the anoxic part of the
lake for each year in the chart on your worksheet,

3. In which year did the lake have the largest
anoxic area? In wjuch year did it have the
smallest anoxic area? How do these results

compare to your earlier predictions?

E. Look at the map of Lake Erie divided into its
three geographic basins: the Eastern, Central,
and Western basins. Match the basins on this

map with your map of the lake showing anoxic
areas.

4. In which basin of the lake are the anoxic
areas found?

5. Looking at the map of Lake Erie divided
into basins, what is the average depth in
each of the three basins?

Usually only large lakes that are deeper than 40 feet
or 12 meters stratify into temperature layers during
the summer.



6. Which of the three basins in Lake Erie will

stratify in the summer?

7. Does the Western Basin stratify during the
summer? Why or why not? Will it become
anoxic?

8. b the Central Basin deeper or shallower
than the Eastern Basin? Which of the two

basins will have warmer bottom waters?

Which of the two basins will have less oxy-
gen in its bottom waters at the beginning of
the summer? Which of the two basins is

more likely to become anoxic?

it is so deep. Deep waters are cold, while shallow
waters are warm. Cold water can hold much more

oxygen than warm water can,

The supply of oxygen in the cold waters of the
Eastern Basin at the beginning of the summer is
high. Oxygen at the bottom of the lake is used
throughout the summer by animals living there
and in the decay of dead algae. Stratification of the
lake's waters prevents more oxygen from reaching
the bottom water, Even so, the oxygen supply in the
Eastern Basin does not get used up during the
summer, because the supply was very high at the
beginning of the summer, and because the hy-
polimnion is much thicker in the Eastern Basin than
it is in the Central Basin.

9. What might happen to fish and other ani-
mals living in the Central Basin when it
becomes anoxic?

Although the Eastern Basin stratifies during the
summer, it does not become anoxic. This is because



The farm fertilizers and the laundry detergents we
use both contain a chemical called phosphorus.
When fertilizers from farms or sewage containing
detergents flow into a lake, phosphorus enters the
lake as well. Phosphorus is a nutrient needed by all
plants, including algae, to grow. When a large
amount of phosphorus enters a lake, it may cause
algae to grow very rapidly. The result may be too
much algae. The algae may use up the dissolved
oxygen  U.O.! in the water, both through their own
growth and as they decay.

10. What happens to the lake when growth and
decay of algae uses up all the oxygen?

People started putting phosphorus into detergents
in the late 1950s. Before that, phosphorus was not
used in detergents.

11. How would you now explain the large
anoxic areas that occurred in Lake Erie dur-
ing the 1970s? How can you explain the
smaller anoxic areas that occurred in 1930
and 1964?

Great Lakes Basin to limit the amount of phospho-
rus that could be used in detergents.

12, Why do you think laws banning phospho-
rus in detergents were passed? I

The amount of phosphorus entering Lake Brie has
been reduced nearly 60 percent in the past twenty
years.

13. How would you now explain why the size
of anoxic areas in the lake seems to have
decreased since 1976?

In January of 1990, the State of Ohio joined other
Great Lakes states that have reduced phosphorus in
detergents.

14. Predict what will happen to the anoxic area
of Lake Erie in the 1990s if phosphorus
continues to be reduced in the lake,

In 1978, laws were passed by many states in the



Ideas for Extension
1. Nutrients in the Great Lakes, OEAGLS activity num-

ber EP-29, includes two activities related to eutrophi-
cation and water quality in the Great Lakes. Students
investigate the impact of nutrients in a lake by observ-
ing algae growth in samples of lake water and plot the
amounts of nutrients reaching a lake following a storm
to learn about the role of wetlands in improving water
quality.

2. Have students check the phosphorus content of the
detergents their families use. Most brands include this
information in the list of ingredients. Which deter-
gents contain the most and the least amounts of phos-
phorus?

3. Have students ~h the farming practices used in
their area. What is no-till agriculture? Are any farmers
using it? What are the advantages and disadvantages
of nodill? Students could interview farmers or county
Soil and Water Conservation District staff to find out.

9T



Review Questions

1. How does water temperature affect water den-
sity'?

Colder water is denser and heavier than warmer water.

2. When water is stratified in a lake, where is the
colder water found? Why?

3. What are the names given to the three layers of
water that form when a lake is stratified?

Epiiirnnion, hypoliminion, and metalimnion,

4. How does stratification affect the amount of

oxygen found in the bottom of the lake?

S. Why does the Western Basin of Lake Erie not
become anoxic during the summer?

6. What are the human-produced sources of phos-
phorus nutrients entering the lakes?

7, How does phosphorus contribute to anoxia in
Lake Erie?

8. Why have Great Lakes states passed laws limit-
ing the amount of phosphorus that can be used
in detergents?
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Activity A: How do the Great Lakes change through the seasons?

1. What is the temperature of the ice water in the flask?

What is the flask's weight with cold water?

2. What is the temperature of the hot tap water in the flask?

What is the flask's weight with hot tap water?

3, Which temperature of water is heavier?  compare the flask weights!

4, What happens to the colored water from the ice as the ice melts?

Why?

5. Why do surface water temperatures increase during the summer while water temperatures at lower
depths remain cold?

6. What is the temperature in the epilimnion of your lake?

In the hypolimnion?

How much temperature difference is there between these two layers?

7. What happens to the animals living at the bottom of the lake when there is no oxygen?

8. Why do surface water temperatures of the lake cool during the fall?

9. How might fail turnover be good for animals living at the bottom of the lake?

10. What seasonal change in lake temperatures has happened in the fall?

Are there any temperature layers in the lake once the water has mixed?

11. What time of year is represented by the temperature data in the last column?



Water Temperature Graphs

Graph ¹l from Data Chart column ¹1!
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9. What might happen to fish and other animals living in the Central Basin when it becomes anoxic?

10. What happens to the lake when growth and decay of the algae uses up all the oxygen?

11. How would you now explain the large anoxic areas that occurred in Lake Erie during the 1970s?

How can you explain the smaller anoxic areas that occurred in 1930 and 'l964?

12. Why do you think laws banning phosphorus in detergents were passed?

13. How would you now explain why the size of anoxic areas in the lake seems to have decreased since

1976?

14. Predict what will happen to the anoxic area of Lake Erie in the 1990s if phosphorus continues to be

reduced in the lake.
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Anoxia Diagrams of Lake Erie 1930 1982



Anoxia diagrams of Lake Erie



Anoxia diagrams of Lake Erie
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Oceanic Fducation Activities for Great Lakes Schools  OFAGLS!
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rooms; and cot!tent accuracy assured by critic;il reviev,ers. Each lille corisists ota studcrit. workbook and;1 leacher guide an<1
costs S3.0 ! for the public;!lion, postage, arid handling. If ordering EP-0 6,;id<1;tn additional $4. � to cover the cost ol' the
computer disk.

OEA  Lets
In the primary grade range wc have three activities, All use Lake Erie inlormalion applied to all primary subject areas.

Each title costs $5,00 for the publication, postage, and handling.

LAKE ERIF � TAKE A BOY  EP-031!
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A FISH  EP-033!

COMPUTER PRO ,RAMS
AII progratns run on Apple II computer scrics.
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ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
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By Chris Brothers, David A. Cidver, and Rosanne W, Fortner
The Ohio State University

Introduction:

Objechves:

When you have completed this investigation you should be able to:

1. describe how water temperature affects water density;

2. explain how changes in water temperature and density cause stratification of lake waters;

3. describe how stratification of lake waters influences water quality; and

4. explain how phosphorus affects oxygen levels in lakes.

ed
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Have you ever been swimming in the ocean or a lake and stepped into a deep area where the water was
much colder? Why does colder water stay near the bottom of a lake? Every year, deep lakes in the temperate
zones of the world go through water temperature changes as the seasons change. In the Great Lakes, the
water may go from an icy winter condition to temperatures as high as 24'C �5'F! or more. What is occurring
in the lake when this happens, and how are the plants and animals in the lake affected?
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ture difference is there between these two

layers?

When temperature layers form in the lake in the
summer the warm surface water  epilimnion! is
separated from the cold bottom water  hypolim-
nion! by the metalimnion. Temperature is not the
only factor that is different among the layers, Oxy-
gen dissolves better in cold water than in warm
water, but it is getting used up by living things all
the time, Wind at the surface of the lake creates

waves and stirs up the water, adding oxygen to it in
the same way a bubbler works in a fish tank. The
metalimnion acts as a barrier. It keeps oxygen in the
surface waters from reaching the colder waters of
the hypolimnion. Gradually, the oxygen in the hy-
polimnion can get used up.

7, What happens to the animals living at the
bottom of the lake when there is no oxygen?

As autumn begins, the surface waters of the lake
begin to cool.

K. Turn off the heat lamp. Turn on the fan and use
it to create a strong wind by blowing on the
water from one direction, Keep blowing until
all the water in the lake is completely mixed.

Record the water temperatures in the sixth col-
umn of your data chart.

8, Why do surface waters of the lake cool off
during the fall?

Fall turnover occurs when all the lake water has

cooled and has been completely mixed by water
movements and wind,

9. How might fall turnover be good for ani-
mals living at the bottom of the lake?

10. What seasonal change in lake temperatures
has happened in the fall? Are there any
temperature layers in the lake once the wa-
ter has mixed?

L. Carefully add ice to the surface water to create
an ice layer. Try not to mix or disturb the water,
Record the water temperatures in the last col-
umn of your data chart.

11. What time of year is represented by these
temperature data in the last column?

M. Vse the data from the last column to graph
depth in cm versus temperature in 'C on graph
$4. What should this graph be labeled?





basins will have warmer bottom waters?
Which of the two basins will have less oxy-
gen in its bottom waters at the beginning of
the summer? Which of the two basins is

more likely to become anoxic?

Although the anoxic section is not a perfect circle,
we will use this method to estimate the area of the

anoxic part of the lake from the perimeter you
measured. Enter the area of the anoxic part of the
lake for each year in the chart on your sheet.

3. In which year did the lake have the largest
anoxic area? In which year did it have the
smallest anoxic area? How do these results

compare to your earlier predictions?

Although the Eastern Basin stratifies during the
summer, it does not become anoxic. This is because
it is so deep. Deep waters are cold, while shallow
waters are warm. Cold water can hold much more

oxygen than warm water can.E. Look at the map of Lake Erie divided into its
three geographic basins: the Eastern, Central,
and Western basins. Match the basins on this

map with your map of the lake showing anoxic
areas.  See previous page,!

The supply of oxygen in the cold waters of the
Eastern Basin at the beginning of the summer is
high. Oxygen at the bottom of the lake is used
throughout the summer by animals living there
and in the decay of dead algae. Stratification of the
lake's waters prevents more oxygen from reaching
the bottom water. Even so, the oxygen supply in the
Eastern Basin does not get used up during the
summer, because the supply was very high at the
beginning of the summer, and because the hy-
polimnionis much thicker in the Eastern Basin than
it is in the Central Basin.

4. In which basin of the lake are the anoxic
areas found?

5. Looking at the map of Lake Erie divided
into basins, what is the average depth in
each of the three basins?

UsuaHy only large lakes that are deeper than 40 feet
or 12 meters stratify into temperature layers during
the summer. 9. What might happen to fish and other ani-

mals living in the Central Basin when it
becomes anoxic?6. Which of the three basins in Lake Erie will

stratify in the summer?
The farm fertilizers and the laundry detergents we
use both contain a chemical called phosphorus,
When fertilizers from farms or sewage containing
detergents flow into a lake, phosphorus enters the
lake as well. Phosphorus is a nutrient needed by all
plants, including algae, to grow. When a large
amount of phosphorus enters a lake, it may cause

7. Does the Western Basin stratify during the
summer? Why or why not? Will it become
arloxlc?

8. Is the Central Basin deeper or shallower
than the. Eastern Basin? Which of the two
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12. Why do you think laws banning phospho-
rus in detergents were passed?

The amount of phosphorus entering Lake Erie has
been reduced nearly 60 percent in the past twenty
years.10. What happens to the lake when growth and

decay of algae uses up all the oxygen?

In January of 1990, the State of Ohio joined other
Great Lakes states that have reduced phosphorus
in detergents.

Review Questions

I. How does water temperature affect water density?

2. When water is stratified in a lake, where is the colder water found? Why?

3. What are the names given to the three layers of water that form when a lake is stratified?

4. How does stratification affect the amount of oxygen found in the bottom of the lake?

5. Why does the Western Basin of Lake Erie not become anoxic during the summer?

6. What are the human-produced sources of phosphorus nutrients entering the lakes?

7. How does phosphorus contribute to anoxia in Lake Erie?

8. Why have Great Lakes states passed laws limiting the amount of phosphorus that can be used in
detergents?

6S

algae to grow very rapidly. The result may be too
much algae. The algae may use up the dissolved
oxygen  D.O.! in the water, both through their own
growth and as they decay.

People started putting phosphorus into detergents
in the late 1950s. Before that, phosphorus was not
used in detergents.

11. How would you now explain the large
anoxic areas that occurred in Lake Erie dur-
ing the 1970s? How can you explain the
smaUer anoxic areas that occurred in 1930
and 1964?

In 1978, laws were passed by many states in the
Great Lakes Basin to limit the amount of phospho-
rus that could be used in detergents.

13. How would you now explain why the size
of anoxic areas in the lake seems to have
decreased since 1976?

14. Predict what will happen to the anoxic area
of Lake Erie in the '1990s if phosphorus
continues to be reduced in the lake.



Layers: Stratification  EP-028S!
hect

NAME

e Great Lakes change through the seasons?

ture of the ice water in the flask?

eight with cold water?

ture of the hot tap water in the flask?

What is the flask's weight with hot tap water?

3. Which temperature of water is heavier?  compare the flask weights!

4. What happens to the colored water froxn the ice as the ice melts?

Why?

5. Why do surface water temperatures increase during the summer while water temperatures at lower
depths remain cold?

6. What is the temperature in the epilimnion of your lake?

In the hypolimnion?

How much temperature difference is there between these two layers?

7, What happens to the animals living at the bottom of the lake when there is no oxygen?

8. Why do surface water temperatures of the lake cool during the fall?

9. How might fall turnover be good for animals living at the bottom of the lake?

10, What seasonal change in lake temperatures has happened in the fall?

Are there any temperature layers in the lake once the water has mixed?

11, What time of year is represented by the temperature data in the last column?
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3, In which year did the lake have the largest anoxic area?

In which year did it have the smallest anoxic area?

How do these results compare to your earlier predictions?

4. In which basin of the lake are the anoxic areas found?

5. What is the average or mean depth in each of the three basins?

Eastern Central Western

6, Which of the three basins in Lake Erie will stratify in the summer?

7, Does the Western Basin stratify?

Why or why not?

Will it become anoxic?

Which of the two basins will most likely become anoxic?

10S

8. Is the Central Basin deeper or shallower than the Eastern Basin?

Which of the two basins will have warmer bottom waters?

Which of the two basins will have less oxygen in its bottom waters at the beginning of the summer?



9. What might happen to fish and other animals living in the Central Basin when it becomes anoxic?

10. What happens to the lake when growth and decay of the algae uses up all the oxygen?

11. How would you now explain the large anoxic areas that occurred in Lake Erie during the 1970s?

How can you explain the smaller anoxic areas that occurred in 1930 and 1964?

12, Why do you think laws banning phosphorus in detergents were passed?

13. How would you now explain why the size of anoxic areas in the lake seems to have decreased since

1976?

14. Predict what will happen to the anoxic area of Lake Erie in the 1990s if phosphorus continues to be

reduced in the lake.
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Oceanic Education Actin ities for Great Lakes Schools  OEAGLS!
Resulbs of studies of itudent know let go about the oce;mi and Great Lakes environments indicale a need for greater av arcnci'i
of tlioie envlrot!nienb, «nd a greater undcrsuinding of thc impact they have upon the lives of people. OEAGLS  pronounced
"eagles" ! are designed to take a concept ot idea from thc existing school curriculum and develop it. into an oceanic and C;reit 
Lakei cotttext, using teaching approaches «nrl m;ttcriuls appropriate f' or children in grades live through nine,

OEACrLS materials arc. designed to be easily integrated into existing curricula. Investig;itioni are charactcrixed by suliject.
matter compatibilily with existin< curriculum topici, short activilies lasting fron! onc to three classes, minimal prepuation
time, minininttl etluipmcnt needs, standard page iirc lor c.:isy duplication, student workbook plus teacher guide, suggested cx-
teniion activities for I'urtlicr intormatiort or creative expression, teachability demonstrated by use in mi<fdlc school class-
rooms; and content accuracy assured b! critical rcviev. ers. Each title ctiniiits of a student workho<ik und a teacher guide and
costs S'3.0 ! for the publication, postage, arid handling. If ordering EP-f
 !, add an additional S4.0 ! lo cover thc. coil. of the
computer disk.

OEA :Lets
In the primary grade range we have thrcc. activities. All use Lake Frie inlorrnation applied to all prim:u> subject arcai.

Each title costi S5.00 for the publication, poitage, and h;tndfing,

LAKE ERIE � TAKF. A BOXV  F.P-031!
BLIILD A FISH TO SCALE  EP-032!
A DAY IN THE LIFE Ol' A FISH  F.P-033!

COMPUTER PRO ;RAMS
All programs run on Apple II computer series.

EP-248!iik This program is an optiorial ptlrchasc to accompany OEACiLS A GREAT LAKES VACATION, S4,00
FP-74/Disk To accompany OEAGLS EP-01 1, 019, 021, and 023. S5.00

ADDITI !NAI, EDLiCATI !b AL MATERIALS

SL'PPLEMENTAL CURRI :L'LUM AC TIVITIFS TO ACCOMPANY HOLLIN * C. HOLLING'S
PADDLF.-TO-THE-SFA  EP-076! $10.00

ACTIVITIES FROIVI MIDDLE SFA  FP-071'! $2.50
VVATERVVORKS  EP-072! $2,50
THE OHIO SEA  .RANT EDL'CATION PROGRAM: DEVk:LOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, EV XI.L'ATION  EV-075! S8.0 !
MARINE. EDUCATION BIBLIOGRAPHY S2. X!

OTHER PUBLICATI !b'S A AVAILABLE

TH'IrVELIsiESea Grant eight-page bimonthly newsletter. $4.50 for six issues.
PUBLICATION BROCIIURF. Free.
EDUCATION BROCHURE Free.
TFCHNICAL PLBLICATIONS BROCHL'RE I rce.
SEA GRANT PROGRAM BROCHURE Free.
GREA'f LAKES PURSUIT S.E. Pflatrmcr orrd R.tt'. Former. A game played like I'ri~ial Parsta! r9 but thc qucsti<ms challcngc playeri to

learn about thc Great l.akcs, $24.00  Reduced price available tor educators.!
TOO MUCH MLSSEL 1991. This 5 1/2 minute video  VHS format! proi ides an overview of thc zebra mussel impact to Lake Eric.

$15,00
GLOBAL CHANGE IN THE GREAT LAKL'S SCFNARIOS 1991, Ten scenarios about global change in thc Great. Lakes. $6.00

THF. V VV1!C'I' OF Tl lE  ; RI'.AT LAKES <!N '1'k: tll'I:RATURF,  VP-001!
rilE EFFECT OF THE  'RFA'I I..AKFS ON   LI~IATE  EI'-OI!'!
AN :I I:.N I'!iHORES OF I.AK I'. ERIK  KP- t�3!
HO!V TO PRO'I'E . I' A RIVER  I.P-004!
CHAN 'ING I,AKE I.I;VI;I.S  FP-005i
ER !SION YI.ONG THI'. GRFAT LAKES  I:I'-0061
COASTAL PRO .ESSES AND I'.ROSION tl'.P-007!
POLLUTION IN LAF I:. ERIE: AN iN I ROI!U CTION  EP-0011!
YELLOW PERCH IN I.AKI.: ERII'.  EP-0t!9!
F VIDENCE OF AN :[E1"I',SVAS IN  	110  I;I'-010!
TO HARVEST A WAI.I.I:YI'.  EP-011!
OIL SPILL!  EP-012!
SHIPPING ON THE GRFAT LAKI!!i  El'-t	3!
GEOGRAPHY OF THI!  'REAT LAKVS  EP-014!
OHIO CAN AL. i  EP-015!

THF. ESTUARY. A SPE ..IAI. PLACE  EP-016!
THF.  'RF.XT LAKFS TRIA'.~GLI.' I',P-017!
KNO!VING TilE ROPFS  KP-01!I!
 IE f I'IN� TO KNOVV Y0 L R I 0  'AL FISH  I',I -01 !!
Stilt'I'IN i: THI; >VORLD CONNE  I'ION  I'.P-020!
tyls HAVE IIE I' I HE I.NEMY  EP-021!
I I'!i I'.VERYONI:.'S Sl.'A: OR IS IT" . El'-022!
P . Iti IN I'ISlt: A PROBLI'.Xl'  Irl'-0»!
A   REA I' LAKFS VACATI !N  I:P-024!
S'I'O R:t1 S I.' R I F.. i  I'. I'-025!
RIVER 'I'Rl'.K «ith computer prograni  EP-026!
iVA VES  FP-027!
LAKl:. LAYERS: STRA'I II'ICA'I'ION {EP-028!
NUTRIEN I'8 Ib' THE GREAT I.AKES  EP-029!
EATIN  I.IKF. A BIRD  I:.P-030l
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